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Effects of the Temporal Fine Structure in Different Frequency 

Bands on Mandarin Tone Perception

Lin YANG•õa), Jianping ZHANG•õ, Nonmembers, Jian SHAO•õ, Student Member, and Yonghong YAN•õ, Nonmember

SUMMARY This letter evaluates the relative contributions of temporal 

fine structure cues in various frequency bands to Mandarin tone perception 

using novel •gauditory chimaeras•h. Our results confirm the importance of 

temporal fine structure cues to lexical tone perception and the dominant 

region of lexical tone perception is found, namely the second to fifth har-

monics can contribute no less than the fundamental frequency itself.
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1. Introduction

Mandarin Chinese, as a kind of lexically tonal language, is 

perceived differently from English. Perception studies have 

proven the importance of tones to the intelligibility of tonal 

languages [1]. Research on the lexical tone perception can 

help to determine what feature should be delivered to au-

ditory prostheses and therefore might guide the design of 

the future auditory prostheses for the patients speaking tonal 

languages.

As we all know pitch perception is the common basis 

of lexical tone and melody perception, but there are some 

significant differences between the pitch perception of har-

monic or complex stimuli and the tone perception of voices, 

which can be attributed to the complicated envelop struc-

ture associated with the speech signals [2]. So the matter of 

lexical tone perception is more sophisticated than pitch per-

ception, and there is no perfect model for tone perception 

just like that for pitch perception [3].

Some prior studies have clarified the effects of var-

ious acoustic features on tone perception. Although the 

change in fundamental frequency (F0) during phonation 

plays an important role in distinguishing the lexical tones, 

many other factors, such as harmonic structure, formant fre-

quency, syllable duration, amplitude contour etc., also have 

some effects on tone perception [4].

In addition, extensive researches have been performed 

to clarify the relative contributions of the envelop and fine 

structure to lexical tone perception in the temporal and spec-

tral domains. Fu [5] proved that temporal envelop cues can 

contribute to Mandarin tone recognition by normal-hearing 

listeners using the similar noise vocoder processing algo-

rithm to Shannon [6] in cochlear implant simulation. In the 

similar way, more detailed experiments were conducted by 

Xu et al. [7], which demonstrated a trade-off between the 

spectral resolution (the number of simulated channels) and 

temporal features (low-pass cutoff frequencies used in en-

velop extractors). Moreover, Xu and Pfingst [8] applied •gau-

ditory chimaeras•h algorithm, developed by Smith [9], to in-

vestigate the relative importance of the temporal envelop 

and fine structure to Mandarin monosyllables' tone percep-

tion. They claimed that tone recognition was consistent with 

the temporal fine structure of the chimearic stimuli, with an 

average of 90.8%, 89.5% and 84.5% percent scores for the 

4-, 8-, and 16-band conditions respectively. Except for the 

temporal cues, a recent study by Kong and Zeng [10] sys-

temically evaluated the effects of spectral cues on Mandarin 

tone recognition in quiet and in noise. They testified the 

relative significance of spectral fine structure (presented by 

harmonic stimuli) to spectral envelop (presented by whis-

pered speech).

Although the importance of the fine structure to tone 

perception has been justified, one issue which has not been 

fully addressed in previous studies is which part of the fine 

structure cues could make the most contribution to lexical 

tone recognition. In this paper we adopted a modified •gau-

ditory chimaeras•h method, in which the temporal fine struc-

ture from six different frequency bands of one sound was 

modulated respectively by the envelop of the other sound. 

By tone-recognition tests of six normal-hearing listeners the 

relative roles of the temporal envelop and different parts of 

temporal fine structure to Mandarin tone perception were 

investigated systematically.

2. Methods

2.1 Subjects

Six native Mandarin listeners (three females and three 

males) with normal hearing, aged from 23-28 years old, 

participated in the experiment. They were paid for their 

services. All listeners had pure-tone thresholds better than 

15 dB HL at octave frequencies from 125 to 8000 Hz in both 

ears.

2.2 Stimuli and Signal Processing

The original speech test data consisted of six Mandarin Chi-

nese single-vowel syllables (/a/, /o/, /e/, /i/, /u/, /u/), and each 

vowel had four tone patterns (tone 1•g-•h: flat tone; tone 2 

•g/•h: rising tone; tone 3 •g•ã•h: falling and rising tone; tone
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4 •g/•h: falling tone), resulting in a total of 24 tokens. A 

male and a female native speaker recorded the materials in a 

double-walled sound-treated booth. All speech test materi-

als were digitized at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and stored 

in a 16-bit format. Tokens with nearly equal duration (about 

0.6 s) were selected and were normalized to 0.6s with Praat 

software to eliminate the influence of syllable duration, and 

they are down-sampled to 16 kHz and adjusted to a fixed 

root-mean-squared (rms) energy before sent to the •gauditory 

chimaeras•h synthesizer.

The chimearic stimuli were generated using the method 

somewhat different from Xu's [8]. As shown in Fig. 1, two 

sounds with different tone patterns, termed as Sound1 and 

Sound2, were used as inputs. Because the test data were 

all simple single-vowels, the pairs with the same and dif-

ferent phonemes were all permitted. Each sound was di-

vided into several bands by band-pass filters according to 

the Greenwood map [11], which reflects the relationship be-

tween the central frequencies and positions in real cochlea. 

The temporal envelops of Sound1 and the fine structure 

waveforms of Sound2 in each frequency channel were ex-

tracted by Hilbert transform. The temporal envelops is the 

amplitude information provided by the Hilbert transform, 

while the temporal fine structure is the instantaneous phase 

information [9]. In the traditional •gauditory chimaeras•h, the 

envelop of one sound modulated the temporal fine structure 

of the other sound for each frequency channel. Whereas 

in our study only one frequency channel of temporal fine 

structure of Sound2 remained, the others were replaced by 

band-limited white noises to smear the harmonics of the cor-

responding frequency band. The band-limited white noise 

was spectrally limited by the bandpass filters in the same 

frequency channel and its rms energy was equalized to that 

of the replaced fine structure waveform in order to keep bal-

ance the energy ratio among various bands. Finally the out-

put of the noise synthesizer (i.e. the white noise modulated 

by the envelop) and the output of the fine structure synthe-

sizer (i.e. the fine structure modulated by the envelop) were 

summarized together to get a synthesized chimaera sound.

Fig. 1 One example of the •gauditory chimaeras•h, with the fine structure 

coming from the second band of Sound2.

In our study, the number of frequency bands was six in 

order to avoid the artifact of filter ringing induced by a large 

number of bands, as described by Zeng [12]. The overall fre-

quency range was from 80 to 6000Hz. The band-pass filters 

were fourth-order Butterworth filters and the cutoff frequen-

cies were 80, 245, 533, 1032, 1897, 3397 and 6000Hz.

2.3 Procedures

The synthesized stimuli were presented to the listeners at a 

comfortable and approximatively equal level to each other 

via TDH 39 headphones in a double-walled sound-treated 

booth. A graphical user interface (GUI) was used to present 

the stimuli and to collect the responses. Listeners were 

asked to identify the tone patterns which he or she heard and 

press the corresponding buttons. No feedback was given to 

subjects.

The total number of combinations of Soundl and 

Sound2 was 432 (24 Soundl•~18 Sound2), and the fine 

structure types of Sound2 were six. So there were 5184 to-

kens (2 voices•~432 combinations•~6 fine structure types) 

for each subject. All stimuli were divided into four sections 

evenly and each subject listened only one section once. The 

order of the tokens was randomized across listeners.

3. Results

Figure 2 depicts the average results of the tone recogni-

tion across six subjects as a function of the temporal fine 

structure types of Sound2 (•gFineN•h means extracting the 

temporal fine structure from the Nth frequency channel 

of Sound2). All responses are classified into three types: 

Type I (Solid squares) represents those consistent with the 

fine structure of Sound2; Type II (Solid triangles) represents 

those consistent with the envelop of Soundl; and Type III 

(Solid circles) represents those recognized as other tones.

Figure 2A shows the average results of all test stimuli.

First of all, ANOVA revealed that the fine structure types 

of Sound2 had a significant effect on the tone recognition 

(Responses of type I: F (5, 30)=273.232, p<0.001; Re-

sponses of type II: F (5, 30)=402.242, p<0.001; Responses

A: Average results of all stimuli B: Average results of female and male stimuli

Fig. 2 Panel A: The average results of all stimuli; Panel B: The average 

results of female and male stimuli presented separately (Solid lines: Female 

stimuli; Dashed Lines: Male stimuli).
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Table 1 The significant difference values caused by gender ,

* represents a significant difference.

of type III: F(5, 30)=22.956, p<0.001). Second, from 

the Fig. 2A it is clear that in the case of Fine2 the tone-

recognition responses belonging to Type I got the highest 

percentage 91.18%, and in the case of Fine1 and Fine3 the 

percentage remained relatively high, reaching 82.52% and 

68.54% respectively, which meant that the low-frequency 

temporal fine structure in Sound2 dominated the tone of the 

chimearic sound. Whereas with the frequencies of the tem-

poral fine structure increasing the responses of Type I de-

creased gradually and responses of type II increased corre-

spondingly.

Figure 2B gives the average recognition results of fe-

male and male voices separately (Female stimuli: solid 

lines; Male stimuli: dashed lines). In Fig. 2B a parallel ten-

dency of tone-recognition results of female and male voices 

can be observed. They all got the highest percentage of 

type I responses in the case of Fine2 and similarly a rela-

tively dominant effect of the fine structure was noticeable 

in the cases of Fine1 and Fine3. However there were a 

few differences between the two kinds of stimuli. First, a 

multivariate ANOVA was performed with the types of re-

sponses as the dependent variables and the gender as the 

within-subjects factors for each fine structure type. Table 1 

lists the significant difference values caused by gender. No-

ticeable in the case of Fine3, Fine4 and Fines the differ-

ences of tone-recognition are significant. For example the 

Type I responses of female stimuli were 76.74%, 50.23% 

and 20.91% for the fine structure type of Fine2, Fine3 and 

Fine4 respectively, while the corresponding percentage of 

male stimuli were 60.34%, 25.62% and 10.73%. Second, 

from Fig. 2B, in the case of Fine1 the percentage of Type I 

responses derived from the male stimuli were higher than 

that from the female stimuli; and in the case of Fine2 a re-

versed relationship was observed. But the differences were 

not significant and no more than 5%.

4. Discussions

Consistent with the previous studies [8], [10], the impor-

tance of the temporal fine structure cues to lexical tone per-

ception was also confirmed by the •gauditory chimaeras•h 

strategy in our experiment. When temporal fine structure 

in the second frequency band of Sound2 was extracted and 

incorporated into the envelops of Soundl, 91.18% of the re-

sponses were consistent with the tone of Sound2, similar 

to Xu's result. Moreover, the importance of fine structure 

cues to tone recognition is consistent with the previous psy-

chophysical findings on pitch perception of pure tones or 

complex tones [14]. Salient pitch perception is based on the 

Fig. 3 The distribution of F0 derived from the female and male voices. 

fundamental frequency and resolved harmonics, which are 
mainly included in the fine structure cues.

Furthermore, from our experimental results it can be 
concluded that not all the frequency components of fine 
structure contributed to the Mandarin tone recognition. The 
fine structure in the second frequency band ranged from 
245-533Hz made the most significant contribution to the 
tone recognition, consistent with our previous study [13].
A trade off between the envelop and fine structure was 
achieved when the fine structure at the mid-frequency range 
1000-2000Hz was presented. And given the fine struc-
ture with high frequency components the envelop dominated 
the tone recognition, with 69.75% of responses consistent 
with the envelop in the case of Fine6, which was compara-
ble to the percent correct of tone-recognition based on the 
tonal envelop cues alone in Fu's study [5]. Fu reported that 
66.9%-80.8% of tone recognition was achieved by using 
four-channel CIS (Continuous Interleaved Sampler) simula-
tion when the cutoff frequencies of envelop extractor varied 
from 50 to 500Hz. Hence, the fine structure extracted from 
the second frequency band has the most significant effect 
on the Mandarin tone recognition, while the high-frequency 
components of fine structure contributes less to the tone per-
ception.

The different results of female and male stimuli can 
be reasoned by the difference of fundamental frequencies. 
Figure 3 gives the histogram about the distribution of F0 
extracted from all of the female and male stimuli on every 
40-ms time window with 10-ms overlap by Praat software. 
F0 of the female voice mainly centered at the region of 150-
350Hz, while F0 of the male voice at 90-230Hz. In the case 
of Finel the fine structure covered more information of F0 
for the male voice than for the female voice, thus the male 
stimuli resulted in a relatively high percentage of responses 
consistent with the fine structure. In addition, except for 
the fundamental frequency cues, it was assumed that the 
low-frequency harmonics were also important to the tone 

perception. There is an analogy between the lexical tone 
perception and pitch perception. In Ritsma's study [14] on 
pitch perception, he found a so-called dominant region cov-
ered by the frequency components of the third, fourth, and 
fifth harmonics, and proposed that the pitch of a complex 
tone is determined by the dominant spectral region, where
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the harmonics are obviously resolvable. For the male voice 
the second frequency band ranged from about 250-500Hz 

was mainly covered by the second to fifth harmonics, and 

the percentage of responses consistent with the fine struc-

ture was even a little higher than that in the case of Fine1, 

where F0 was mainly included. So it can be ascertained 
that the low-frequency harmonics from second to fifth make 

a comparable contribution to the tone perception with the 

fundamental frequency cues, and there exists a similar dom-
inant region for lexical tone perception to that for pitch per-

ception.

From above it can be hypothesized that the application 

of the fundamental frequency and its low-frequency har-
monics would improve the performance of auditory pros-

theses for the patients speaking tonal languages.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, Mandarin tone recognition was measured in a 

group of normal hearing listeners by chimearic stimuli with 
various types of fine structure cues. The main conclusions 

are:

(1) The temporal fine structure cues are important to Man-
darin tone perception;

(2) The low-frequency components of the temporal fine 
structure make the most contribution to the lexical tone 

perception, while the high-frequency components show 
no great effect on the tone perception;

(3) The importance of the second to fifth harmonics were 
observed in our experiment, which mean that there ex-
ists a dominant region for the lexical tone perception 
similar to that of pitch perception.
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